C HARACTERISTICS OF THE BASIC
V ERSIONS

AND

FULL

TRend BASIC
1.

Creation of realistic rendering on video and files with 5 levels of pre-set qualities

2.

Choice of pre-set framing and lights and creation of free framing

3.

Loading a view from a previously created render

4.

Automatic wall hide/show function

5.

Manual wall and furniture hide/show function, through single or multiple selection

6.

Choice of 5 pre-set artistic renders (2 types of watercolour, 2 types of pencil, sketch on realistic)

7.

Save renders in JPG and BMP formats, with size up to 1024x724 pixel

8.

Creation of renders using up to two threads (processors)

9.

Choice of material for walls and floors from those in PRESET

10.

Adjustment of the lighting of the scene

TRend FULL
In addition to or integrating the 10 functions that characterise the BASIC version,
the FULL version also includes:
11.

The creation of 14 pre-set yet editable artistic renders and the possibility of creating new ones

12.

Saving in PNG, TIFF and PSD (PhotoShop Document) formats

13.

Editing and creating materials and procedural deformers, selectable from a database

14.

Editing and creating lights, selectable from a database

15.

Management of light portals

16.

Creation of realistic renders with customised quality

17.

Creation of realistic renders with sketch

18.

Mixing the realistic effect on objects selected inside an artistic illustration

19.

Post-production of the rendered image editing brightness, contrast and saturation

20.

Choice of format, size and DPI of the images to achieve HD resolution

21.

Setting the quality of the reflection on single glass or metal objects

22.

Creation of renders using all available threads (processors)

23.

Optimising render realisation times

24.

Direct access to Walk (for the creation of videos of virtual walks around the room)

25.

Creation of rendered AVI videos obtained with Walk

26.

Scheduler for the creation of renders in background, with the possibility of planning over time

